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Abstract 
We present aunified analytic framework dedicated to the estimation of the size of the largest 
component in random combinatorial structures. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of predicting the occurrence of large components in random combina- 
torial structures is of interest in many branches of combinatorial modelling. 
Given a window of 500 bases in a DNA sequence (with an alphabet {A, G, C, T } of 
size 4) how 'significant' is it to observe a sequence of 5 or 6 consecutive identical bases? 
In a similar spirit, R6v6sz [19] describes the way an examination of 'runs' in 
coin-flipping sequences (i.e. contiguous runs of identical outcomes) may be used to 
distinguish efficiently random sequences from man-made pseudo-random sequence. 
In another context, that of cryptography, Quisquarter and Delescaille [18] have 
conducted extensive computations to determine the behaviour of the standard Data 
Enscription Standard (DES) cryptosystem under iteration. They detect he occurrence 
of a 'giant' component to which are attached a few 'giant trees' in DES graphs. It is 
then of obvious interest o compare such observations against he random functional 
graph model since any significant deviation from randomness there may indicate the 
presence of a 'hidden' structure that could be exploited by cryptanalysts. 
In this paper, we present a unified analytic framework dedicated to the analysis of 
largest components in composite structures. This framework is based on an essential 
subdivision into three cases (non-critical, critical, super-critical) that depends on 
simple analytic conditions on intervening enerating functions. A similar subdivision 
is also essential in characterising the distribution of the number of components, as 
shown by Flajolet and Soria [11]. Though they do not cover all cases, our conditions 
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do lead to explicit distribution estimates in the asymptotic limit that are applicable to 
a large number of classical combinatorial structures. Three prototypical pplications 
illustrating the fundamental trichotomy are size distribution of 
(1) the largest root subtree in a random unlabelled rooted tree (the Catalan statistics, 
1/[n + 11 (2,)); 
(2) largest ree in a random mapping (the n" statistics); 
(3) largest summand in a random integer composition (the 2"-1 statistics). 
Our work generalises several specific studies on largest components while placing 
the problem within a general theory of combinatorial schemas of [9, 11, 21]. Part of it 
extends results of Stepanov [22] relative to random mappings and of Knuth [14] 
relative to carry propagation i binary adders. Our results do not, however, address 
problems like largest cycles in random permutations, a problem treated by Shepp and 
Lloyd [20] by means of a Tauberian argument ( his schema should be discussed in 
a companion paper). 
2. Generating functions of largest components 
2.1. Algebraic framework 
The relation between generating functions (GFs) 
C(z) = F(P(z)) 
is fundamental. It corresponds to combinatorial substitution 
cg ~ q~(~), (1) 
with C(z), F(w), P(z) the GFs associated to the classes of combinatorial structures 
cg, ~,~.  
In the labelled case, this operation is the usual labelled substitution described by 
Joyal in [-13]. In the unlabelled case, it is a form of'marked' substitution. Roughly, the 
meaning is that cg is formed by substituting objects of ~ inside 'atoms' of q~. For 
example, the GFs of the generic set and generic sequence are 
1 
F(w) = e TM and F(w) = 1 - w" 
This paper aims at studying the limit distribution of the random variable L, 
representing the size of the largest ~-component i  a random structure of size n in c~. 
In our context, the generating function of ~(~)-structures whose ~ components all 
have size less than or equal to m is F(Sm(Z)), where 
sin(z) = ~ V~? 
k=O 
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denotes the truncation of the series P(z) to order m. Thus, 
[z" ] F (s,. (z)) 
Pr(L, ~< m) = [z"]F(P(z))' (2) 
and the problem is reduced to evaluate asymptotically [z"] F(s,,(z)). 
2.2. Analytic framework 
It is known from classical analysis and analytic number theory that the asymptotic 
growth of coefficients of series is determined by its analytic properties, especially 
its singular behaviour. Many functions are of the so-called algebraic-logarithmic 
(AL) type. 
Definition 1. A complex function f(z) is said to be algebraic-logarithmic (AL) at 
p>0 i f  
• f(z) is analytic in an indented omain 
A = {zeC, Iz I ~< p(1 + q), [arg(z - P)[/> ~b, z # p} (3) 
for some ~/> 0 and 0 < 4) < 7t/2; 
• as z tends to p in A 
f ( z )=c+ 1-- log (d+o(1)), (4) 
with c, d # 0, ~ and ]3 complex numbers. The constant ~ is called the algebraic 
exponent, fl the logarithmic exponent off(z). 
For reasons explained in [9], many elementary combinatorial structures have GFs 
of this type. Examples include simple families of trees in the sense of Meir and Moon 
[15], families of random mappings is considered by Arney and Bender I-1], many 
classes of permutations defined by cycle constraints, etc. A basic theorem of Flajolet 
and Odlyzko 1-8] states that under the analytic continuation condition (3), the 
asymptotic condition (4) transfers to coefficients as 
1 1 (log n) p "d [z"]f(z) = p--~ + o(1)) (5) 
whenever ct ¢ {0, 1,2, ... }. The result (5) given the AL condition on f(z) is called 
a transfer lemma. 
2.3. The fundamental trichotomy 
The analytic properties of the generating functions in (2) dictate the limit distribu- 
tion of the size of the largest component. In our context, they essentially depend on 
which of the GFs F(w) or P(z) induces the singularity of the composite function 
F(P(z)). This leads to a fundamental subdivision into three cases. 
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- -  Non-critical case: When the dominant singularity of F(P(z)) is induced by the 
dominant singularity of P(z), the size of the largest component is nearly the size of 
the whole structure (Theorem 1). This is the case, for instance, while studying the 
size of the largest subtree of a random Catalan tree (Example 1). 
- -  Critical case: When the dominant singularity of F(P(z)) arises simultaneously 
from P(z) and F(w), the size of the largest component is proportional to the size of 
the whole structure (Theorem 3). A typical example is provided by the analysis of 
the size of the largest Cayley tree in random mappings (Example 3). 
- -  Super-critical case: When F(P(z)) becomes ingular before reaching the singularity 
of P(z), the size of the largest component is logarithmic in the size of the whole 
structure (Theorem 4). For instance, the size of the largest summand in a random 
composition of n is logarithmic in n (Example 6). 
3. Non-critical case 
We discuss here the substitution schema C(z) = F(P(z)) when the dominant singu- 
larity of C is induced by the dominant singularity of P and P itself is AL. In that case, 
the analytic haracter of the outer function F is 'non-critical'. It leads to a discrete law 
for the random variable n - L,. Roughly, in the non-critical case, the size of the largest 
component is nearly the size of the whole structure. The situation covers, for instance, 
the study of the size of the largest root subtree in a random Catalan tree (Example 1 
below). 
Theorem 1 (Non-critical case). Assume that 
(i) the function P(z) is AL  at z = p > 0 and satisfies expression (4) with an algebraic 
exponent 0 < ~ < 1; 
(ii) the function P(z) becomes ingular before reaching the singularity of F(w), that is 
P(p) < R where R is the radius of convergence ofF(w).  
Then the distribution of the random variable n - L ,  (where L,  represents the size of the 
largest ~-component in a random qb(~) structure of size n) tends to a discrete law:for 
any f ixed non-negative integer k, we have, with c = P(p), 
bkp k 
lim Pr(L, = n -- k) = - -  where bk = [zk]F'(P(z)). (6) 
,~ ~ F'(c) 
Proof. Following (2), we have 
[z"] F(s._ k(z)) - F(s._k_ ~(z)) 
Pr(L, = n -- k) - (7) 
[z"]F(n(z)) 
Denoting by r,(z) : P(z) - sin(z) the remainder of order m of P(z), a Taylor expansion 
yields 
F(s.(z)) = F(n(z) -- rm(Z)) = ~ ~. [--J~ rm[Z) . 
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When n ~< 2m, we have [z m] r,,(z): = 0 for to ~> 2, so that [z"] F(sm(z)) is the coefficient 
of z" in F(P(z)) -- rm(z)F'(P(z)). Thus, when n ~> 2k, (7) leads to 
Pr(L.  = n - k) = 
[ Zn'] (rn -k -  1 (Z) - -  r, _k (z ) )F ' (P (z ) )  
[z"]F(P(z)) 
n-k  Z [z ]P (  ) rz k . . . . . . . .  
- ~ L  J r  trtz/h (8) 
Now, we take into account the behaviour of the two AL-functions F(P(z)) and P(z) 
near their singularity and we use transfer lemma (5) to conclude that the last quotient 
tends to pk/F'(c) when n ~ oe. []  
Compar ing the distribution of L,  with the distribution of the number  of compo-  
nents is of interest. In the non-critical case, it is known (see [21]) that the distribution 
of the number  of components in the non-critical case tends to a discrete law. This is 
consistent with our result since when the number  of components  is small, the largest 
component  is expected to be large. 
2.4. D&tribution tails 
The convergence of the discrete law (6) is not uniform enough to make a precise 
evaluation of the mean and variance directly (the only information resulting from 
Theorem 1 is that E(L , )~ n and V(L , )= o(n2)). For  this purpose, we need to 
investigate carefully the distribution tails, that is Pr(L,  ~< n - k) when k is large. 
Unlike the discrete law limit, its evaluation cannot be handled by elementary means. 
In this context, the use of singularity analysis proves effective. 
Theorem 2 (Tails estimate in the non-cortical case). Under the assumptions of 
Theorem 1, we have the estimate, for all integer d >~ 2 
( l°gp u) ~- l{]tl +de/(d( , ,~) q- 0(1)), Pr(L.  ~< m) = at \  n~]  , --~, 
d r- 1 F(r)(c) 
at - F ( _~) ,  ~_ 1 to! F'(c) ' (9) 
uniformly as n ~ oo for 2 = n/m in any closed subinterval of  ] to - 1, to]. The function 
K~,r(2) is the to-fold convolution of H,(t) with itself, where 
i.e. 
1 
H~(t) - tl +, if O < t <<. 1, H,(t) = 0 otherwise, 
K~'z'()0 = H7)(2) = ft H~(tl) '.. H~(t~)dt, ... dt~. 
l+t2-- ..- +td ~)~ 
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It is of interest o notice that the behaviour of Pr(Ln ~< m) depends on the integer 
part of 2 = n/m, and that the main contribution of the distribution occurs when 
n/2 < m <~ n. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Following formula (2), we need to estimate [zn] F(sm(Z)). The 
architecture of the proof of Theorem 2 goes as follows: 
- -  first, estimate the remainders rm(Z) = ~k>~ Pk zk of P(z) near the singularity z = p 
of P(z) (Lemma 1); 
- -  as a consequence, use singularity analysis to compute the behaviour of the nth 
coefficient in a function of the form rm(z)kg(z) where g(z) is AL at z = p (Lemma 2); 
- -  finally, transform the problem of estimating [zn-lF(s,,(z)) into estimating the nth 
coefficient of functions of Lemma 2 type, and use Lemma 2 to conclude. [] 
Behaviour of the remainders near the singularity: This part is the key of the proof. 
Estimating the remainders rm(z) = Zk>,.PkZ k of P(z) near z = p can be efficiently 
achieved thanks to the closed form of the generating function of rm(t) 
£ rm(t) P(z) - P(t) 
m (10) t -~T~Z = z - - t  
m=0 
This makes it possible to use Cauchy's formula (in the same vein as in [81) to estimate 
rm(t) as m--,c~. 
Lemma 1 (Behaviour of the remainders). Let P(z) be an AL-function at z = p, analytic 
in the indented domain (3) and satisfyin9 (4) as z ~ p in A. For all real number a, we 
denote by ~,  the Hankel contour clockwise oriented that is the union of the two 
semi-axis 
p ~ - a + pe i~ (p >>. O) and p ~ - a + pe-i~ (p >>. O), 
and by R,  the set of complex numbers at the left of Of~a. Then the remainder m(Z ) of  P(z) 
satisfies, as m --* 
rm[p(1  +u)l - - - -pro+t(1 + u)m+l ( l °~)P(d~(u)  + o(1)), (l l) 
where the o(1) is uniform for u~R 2 and 11 + u/m[ <~ 1 + q/2, the function ~k~(u) beiny 
defined by 
1 I ,  rl ( -P)~ dp (12) 
O~(u)=~ p- -ue  p" 
Proof. We assume p = 1. From (10), Cauchy's formula yields 
rm(t) 1 I _P(z)_ dz 
tm+ l = Im = ~l~ ]r z -- t z m+ l ' (13) 
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Fig. 1. On the left, the integration contour 7 = ~1k-)]12 needed in the proof of Lemma 1; on the right, the 
contour ,.~ together with the domain R2. 
where the clockwise oriented contour  7 surrounds the origin and z = t, because 
1 .Iv P(t) dz 
2in z - t z "  +~=0 
as one can see by moving the contour y to infinity. Assume that t = 1 + u/m with 
u ~ R2 and I t l ~< 1 + r//2. We choose for 7 the contour obtain as the union of the two 
contours 71, 72 (see Fig. 1) 
7x = 7~_u7~_ ' 7~ ={z lz= 1 1 } - + pe +-i4a (p ~ 0) and [z[ ~< 1 + q , 
m 
72 = {z[[zl = 1 + q and [arg[z - (1 - 1/m)][ ~> q~} 
and denote by I~ ) (i -- 1, 2) the contr ibution of the integral of (13) corresponding to the 
part 7i of the contour. 
As z lies on 71, we have [z[ = 1 + q, thus [z - t[ ~> Iz[ - I t [  ~> r//2, and since the 
function P(z) is bounded on 72 independently on m, we obtain 
1(1) = O((1 + t/) -m) n l  
uniformly or ]tl ~< 1 + t//2. 
To estimate the dominant part I(~ ) of the integral, we perform the change of 
variables z = 1 + p/m 
L 1 P(1 m) 1 + m) dp. = p 
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The contour of integration ~ is the contour Yfl where we keep only the complex 
numbers p such that 11 + p/m] <~ 1 + q. Let us denote 
~ '= {p~l lP [  ~< log2 m}, ~"= ~\~' .  
As u stays in R2 and p on ~f, ]p - ul is bounded below by a positive constant 
independent of m (namely, ]p - u] ~> sin ~b). Also, we have 
P(1 + p/m) = P(z) = O 1-(1 - z) ~ loga(1 - z)-1] = 0 [(p/m)'loga(m/p)] 
as p lies on ~¢f. This easily leads to the following bound on the contribution I~, of the 
integral Itm 2) along J r"  
/z = t,m)/PV'l°g amp e -~°s¢ l°g2mld p 1) = 0 [exp(  c2  ~b log2 m)]  
As for the contribution I" along ~ ' ,  we have 
d f (p/m)'loga(m/P)e_Pdp+o( f [(p/m)~loga(m/p)e_Pdpl ) I'~=~1~ ,,~,, p -u  ,~,, 
Since fPl ~< log zm on ~¢~', the estimate loga(m/p) ~ logam holds uniformly on Yg', 
thus, 
logam d t p~ 
I~,  - m"  Z lg . ) ,~ ,  p - -  u 
where 
e- p dp + o (J), 
l°gam f Ip'e-Pdpl--,<l°gamf J -  m s .],~,, ~ ,rl IP~e-PdPI" 
This implies 
log am/ ' _ , ,  fz 
Izl ~ Iog2m 
and since the last integral is a 
Im=Im+I~,+I~ ). [] 
IP'e-PdPl) +°(l°gam'],k, ~j 
o(1), this yields the result on the integral 
This form of ff,(u) is not very explicit, but as we shall see further, it can be nicely 
written in terms of a Laplace transform. 
At this stage, we need another lemma in order to estimate the distribution tails in 
the non-critical case. 
Lemma 2. Let f (z) and g(z) be two AL-function at z = 1, satisfying 
f(z)~(1-z)~ log 9(z)=(1-z) ~ log~-~-~_ z (c+o(1))  
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as z ~ 1. Let rm(Z) denote the remainder of order m off(z). Let k, ( be non-negative 
inteyers, ( > k. Then, as m --* ~ we have 
log kt~ +'~ [- /n'~ 
[z"]rm(Z)k g(z) -- ~ +-~+ ~ LC F~m ) + o(1)] 
uniformly for 2 = n/m is any closed subinterval of [k, 6], where 
~(~) = f~.~ I[t~(u)k( -- hi) 7 e- "(~- k) du, 
with ~u~ a Hankel countorclockwise oriented roundin9 the positive real semi-axis. 
Proof. We start also from Cauchy's formula 
1 ~ dz (14) [z"]r,.(z)k a(z) : ~ rm(z)ka(Z)z°+ l " 
We choose a contour 7 similar to the one used in the proof of the previous lemma, 
7 : T1U72, where  
h : 7~-w71, 7~ = {z .z= 1 2 } - -+pe  +i+(p>~0) and I zl~<l +q/2  , 
m 
72 = {zHz[ = 1 + q/2 and la rg[z -  (1 - l/m)][ >~ ~b} 
and we denote by I~, i), (i = 1, 2) the contribution of the integral of (14) on the part 7; of 
the contour. 
Estimates of I(,2): From Lemma 1, we have 
r,,(z) = z "+1 l°-~m (~(m(z - 1)) + o(1)) (15) 
uniformly as z lies on 72. As u stays in R 2 and p lies on J/g~, IP - ul is bounded below by 
a positive constant independent on u, thus formula (12) shows that ~k,(u) is bounded. 
Thus, (15) leads to 
rm(z) = O ( z"+l l°ge ~ /I 
uniformly as z stays on 72. Since #(z) is bounded on 72 independently on n, we have 
finally proved 
i (2 , :o{ lOgkam[  dz ) \ ~  j~.~ ~ = o((1 + q/4)-"). 
Estimation of I~,~): The change of variable z = 1 + u/m leads to the expression 
1~1)-1 1 f (uyg( - -u rn)  ( u )  -"-~ m2irt . r "  1+ 1+ 1+ du. 
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The contour integration ~ is the contour ~z  where we keep only the complex 
number u such that I 1 + u/ml ~< 1 + q/2. Now, as in the proof of Lemma 1, we cut the 
contour ovg in two parts ovg' and aft", where 
z/g' = {u~affl lul <<. log2m}, ~"  = ~\a f f ' .  
Thanks to Lemma 1, and since ~k,(u) is bounded on R2, the contribution I~' of I(, 1) 
along ~ff" is easily found to satisfy 
[ ( cos  )] 
I ,~=0 exp - -e~- log  2m 
uniformly for 2 = n/m in [k + e, f] .  As for the contribution I', along W', the estimates 
of rm(1 + u/m) and g(1 + u/m) lead to 
logka+~ m F__~c f 
I'~ = m 1 + k~ +~ ]2in Jg, ~ (u)k(- uye-  ~("/'- k) du 
+ o( f~,  [~(u)k(--u)re-"("/m-k)dul)] 
log kp + ~ m / 
-- -~+- -~+7~cT(n)  + O(1)), 
where the o(1) is uniform for 2 = n/m in any closed subinterval of [k, El. This yields 
the proof for the integral I, = I'. + I" + _.I (2). [] 
Lemma 2 constitute the basic background to study distribution tails, and it is also 
useful in the analysis of the critical case. A similar result could be obtained by working 
directly on the coefficients. But this approach, though more elementary, leads to tricky 
calculus and is less flexible. For example, it seems hard for this technique to obtain the 
uniformity result of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose f - 1 < n/m <~ f. Let g,.(z) = s,,(z) - c. Whenj  < E, we 
have [z"]g,,(z) j = 0, thus 
[z"]F(s,.(z)) = [z"]( Z ~ g'(z)Jl" (16) 
\j~t J" } 
Let g(z) = P(z) - c. Replacing g,,(z) by g(z) - r,,(z) in (16), expanding (g(z) - rm(Z)) j 
and using the fact that [z"]r,n(Z) j = 0 forj >/E, we find that [z"]F(s,.(z)) is equal to the 
coefficient of z" in the function 
with 
F(f-~(C) B(z) + C(z), 
B(z) = Z ( -  1)k g(z)~-kr,.(z) k and C(z) = rm(z)ig(z)~+l-jC~(z), 
k=O j=O 
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where the Cj(z) are AL at z = p with Cj(p) finite. Lemma 2 applied to each term of 
these sums leads to the estimate 
[z"]F(sm(z))-deF'°(c)(l°gm)eP(J ( mt+r, ,,e m +o(1) )  
uniformly for 2 = n/m in any closed subinterval of (f - 1, El, where 
1 ;~r tdu  
J,,~(2) = ~ ([(-u)" - e" O,(u)] ~ - ( -1 ) re  ~" O,(u) )~-~, (17) 
being a Hankel contour ounding clockwise the positive real semi-axis. The next 
lemma expresses J~.,(2) as H~)(2)/F(-cOq Dividing by the asymptotic value of 
[z"] F(P(z)) finally proves Theorem 2. 
Lemma 3. The value of J~,e(2) for d - 1 < 2 <<. f is equal to H~)(2)/F(-~) e.
Proof. The function ~(u)  looks like a Stieljes transform taken at the value - u with 
a different contour. A Stieljes transform is a Laplace transform iterated twice. 
A similar property is true for ~(u): suppose ~lt(u) < 0 and u is at the left of the Hankel 
contour W. We write 
1 e -p ( (~ e~(p_,)dx'~d p = 1 
@~'(u'=~lxfjrpl+~\Jo ] ~lXfo (ck,jlr e-'X+ 1)" dP) e'x d x ' p l + "  
The Hankel representation f the F-function gives an explicit value of the last integral 
~ from which we derive 
e-" G~(x)= fO -~- l  if x> 1, ~(u) 
F(-ct) ~[G=](-u)' , if 0 < x ~< 1, (1 8) 
where £~ denotes the Laplace transform: 5¢ [F] (u) = 5~ F(x)e -~ dx. 
Now suppose ct is a complex number such that Ol(~)< 0. Within the integral 
defining J=,e(2), we can shift the contour o~ to the line 9t(c) = - 1. Since 
'E'lx  (-u)~ - F(_ot~) ~ (-u), (19) 
J~.e(2) finally writes as 
1 (1 I-'+i°° ) 
F( -e ) '  \2-~n j _ ,  _ io~ (~ [H~] ( -u )  e - ( -  l ) t~ ° [G~] ( -u ) t )e  -"~ du . 
The last term is the inverse Laplace transform of the function ~[H, ]  ~-  ~[G, ]  ~ 
taken at the point 2, thus it is equal to H~e)(2) - G~)(2). Since 2 < g and G~(x) vanishes 
on (0, 1), we have G{)(2) = 0, which yields the result when ~R(e) < 0. When 2 is fixed, 
our functions are analytic in e, thus the result is true for all ~. [] 
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2.5. Mean and variance 
The tails estimate makes it possible to get a quite precise evaluation of the mean 
and variance. 
Corollary 1 (Mean and variance in the non-critical case). The mean and variance of  
the random variable L,  satisfy asymptotically, as n ~ 0% 
E(L,)  = n - lqn 1 ~(logn)~(1 + o(1)), Var(L,) ~ Kzn2-~(logn) t~, 
where tel and ~c2 are constants defined by 
dF'(c) z=- l (F (1 )  F(1/2) '] 
~1-~ 2 \r(1-~) r(1/2-~)J 
dV"Ic) (. LI2) 
K2 - F~ 2 -1  (1 - ~) \r(2 - ~) 
Proof. We start from 
n-E(L . )= ~ kPr (L .=n-k )= 
k=0 
and call S1. n and $2,., the last two sums. 
F(3/2) ) 
F(3/2 - ~) " 
E + Z 
O <~ k <~ n/2 n/2 < k <~ n 
Estimation of  $1,,: Theorem 2 cannot be used because when 0 <~ k <~ n/2, 
2 = n/(n - k) lies in a neighbourhood of 1. Instead, we start from formula (8) used in 
the proof of Theorem 1. Using transfer lemma (5) on each of the three functions 
involved easily leads to 
( Pr (L ,=n-k )~C 1 -  k,+l , C= F( -~)F ' (c )  
uniformly as k --* ~ and n --, ~,  k <<, n/2. Approaching sums by integral then leads to 
f? Sl,. ~ Cnl-~(logn)~ I, I=  (1 -x ) l+~x ~" 
Estimation of $2,.: Since K~,2(2) vanishes at 2=2,  formula (9) implies 
Pr(L. ~< In~2-]) = o(log ~ n/n~). Therefore, 
n _< n 
Summing the two estimations of $1,, and $2, n finally gives 
,~F"tO 1 
n - E(L,,) ~ ' n  1 ~(logn)~F(_~ ). 
It remains to evaluate the integral I. Assume a is a complex number with 
9~(c 0 < 0. The change of variable u = 1 - 2x leads to an expression in terms of 
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the Beta-function 
2 x- ' (1  - x) -~-  1 dx = 22~ (1 - u)- ' (1 + u) - ' -  1 du 
=22~(fj(1-u2)-~-1du-f]u(1-u2)-~-ldu) 
= 2 2" -  1(B(1/2, -~) - B (1 ,  -~)). 
This formula is still valid for 9~(~) < 1 by analytic continuation and provide the result 
for the mean. As for the variance, starting from 
Var(L,) = ~ k 2 Pr(L,  = n - k) - (n - E(L,)) 2 
k=O 
= ~ k2pr(L .  = n-- k) + O(n2-2~log2~n) 
k=0 
and using the same technique to estimate the sum gives 
j ; /2 dx 
Var(L.) ,-- dF"(c) n2 _ a log/~ n - -  J = 
F'(c) r(-~)' (1 - x)  1 +~x ~-  1- 
The  same technique as for I can be used to evaluate J in terms of the Beta- 
function. []  
When a = ½ (which is the most common case encountered in the practice), the 
values of ~c1 and /£2 are 
x/~dF''(c) dF"(c) x/~) (20) 
tq =~F ' (c )  and K2-  
Example  1 (Largest subtree of a Catalan tree). A Catalan tree is a planar rooted 
unlabelled tree. It is described recursively as a node followed by a sequence of subtrees 
which are of Catalan type. Thus, with our notations, the distribution of the size of the 
largest subtree of a Catalan tree corresponds to 
F(w) - 1 and P(z) - 1 - ~ -  4z (Catalan tree generating function). 
1 -w 2 
By Theorem 1, the random variable L, counting the size of the largest subtree of 
a random Catalan tree satisfies 
1 1 5 7 21 fo rk  1,2, l imPr (L ,=n-k )=Ck,  Ck--4, s,64, 128, 512,. . . . . . .  
n~o(? 
(see Fig. 2 for an illustration). As for the mean and variance, Corol lary 1 with (20) give 
E(L,)=n-2N/~(I+o(1)) and ~) ,~ 
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Pr (n -L~ =k)  
0.35- 
0.3" 
0.25 -
0.2- 
0.15" 
0.1" 
0.05- 
o 1 o 2o 3b 4i) 
Fig. 2. Fami ly  of curves k ~ Pr(n -- L .  = k) for n = 2, 3 . . . .  ,50, L .  count ing the size of the largest subtree 
in a random Catalan tree with n nodes. 
Example 2 (Largest subtree of a Cayley tree). The same type of result holds for 
non-planar rooted labelled trees (Cayley trees). Here, we have 
F (w)=e w and P (z )= T(z), where T(z)=ze r(z) 
(Cayley tree function). The tree-function is AL near z = 1/e with the estimation 
T(z) = 1 - x/2(1 - ez) + O(1 - ez). In this case, we have for all fixed k 1> 1 the 
explicit limit for the size L. of the largest subtree of a Cayley tree with n nodes 
k k -  1 
lim Pr(L. = n - k) = - is--e -k, 
n~oo 
and 
E(L,)=n-2~n~n(l+°(1)),~l n Var(L") "~ (~-2~ ~-~ln  3/2 .
4. Critical case 
We deal with the case where the dominant singularity of F(P(z)) arises simulta- 
neously from P(z) and F(w), a situation occurring for instance when studying the size 
of the largest ree in a random mapping (Example 3). In that context, the size of the 
largest component is proportional to the size of the structure. The analysis leads to 
a quite peculiar law limit that is analytic by parts and cannot be expressed in terms of 
classical functions. This type of law limit occurs at other places. In analytic number 
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theory, the limit distribution of the largest prime in a random integer can be expressed 
in terms of the Dickman function p(u), which is analytic by part on the real axis (see 
[24]) .  In [22], Stepanov also obtained law limits of this kind. 
Theorem 3. Assume 
(i) the series F(w) is AL at w = R > 0, with algebraic exponent 7satisfyin9 7 < 1, 7 # 0, 
(ii) the function P(z) is AL at z = p > 0 and P(p) = R; its algebraic exponent c~ verifies 
the condition 0 < c~ < 1. 
Then for each 2 > 1, the probability Pr(L, ~< n/2) only depends on 2 asymptotically. 
More precisely, we have 
lim Pr (L ,  <<, 2) = f~,,(2) for 2 >~ l, f~,~(2) = l + 2~'+ l ~ ajFi(2), (21) 
n--*o~ j>~ l
where the coefficients aj are 9iven by 
( - -  1)J(]l)j r (  - o~])) 
at = j !  r ( -~) J r (~( j  - ~))' (~)J = ~(~ - 1) ... (~ - j  + 1), 
and the functions Fj(2) are defined by the (j + 1)-fold convolution 
{~-~-  1 
~(,~) = (Gf  ~ • u ~ j -  " -  ~ )(,~), Gdu)  = i f  u > 1, 
otherwise. 
We have Fj(2) = 0 when j > 2. 
Proof. The function C(z) = F(P(z)) is AL at z = p and is asymptotic behaviour near 
the singularity is obtained from those of F(w) and P(z) near w = R and z = p. Using 
transfer lemma (5), the asymptotic value of C, = [z"] F(P(z)) is then derived. 
Now, following formula (2), we study the behaviour of [z"] F(Sn,(Z)). Let 2 = n/m and 
f = h2_J. From Taylor formula [z"] F(s,,(z)) is equal to the coefficient of z" in the 
function 
Z ( - 1)J F (P (z)) rm(z) j, (22) 
(J~ 
j=o J! 
because [z"] rm(Z) ~ = 0 when j > f. A classical result from analytic function theory 
states that the derivatives of FU)(w) behave like the derivatives of the behaviour of 
F(w) near w = R. Thus, Fu)(P(z)) is AL near z = p and its behaviour near z = p can be 
derived. Applying Lemma 1 to each term of the sum of (22) and dividing by C, finally 
gives, after some computations, the following asymptotic value for Pr(L. ~< m): 
l f~  [j~=o(-1)J(y)j fe~(u)'~J-] _uz F(--~7)21+'r9~,~(2), 9,,r(2) = 2-~x (--u) ~'~' ~ t -~-- -~)  J e du. 
(23) 
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When ~ and 2 are fixed, this integral is analytic in 7. When 91(7 ) < 0, we can move the 
contour .;/g to the vertical line 91(z) = - 1, and a change of variable leads to an 
expression in terms of an inverse Laplace transform 
1 (''+i°o I~--'~ ~ ( ~/~( )J] 
g~'7(2) = 2inJl-io~ p=7 (-1)a(7)/ e-P ----P) eVadp. (24) 
Lj=0 J! 
Now we use the Laplace transform representations (18) and (19) 
e-Ptp~(-p) -£P[G' ] (p)  and for a l l c<O pC_ 1 [ 1 ] 
r ( -~)  r ( -~  ~e ~ (p) 
and since a product ransforms (by Laplace) into a convolution, we easily obtain 
f 
F(--eT)2 1 +~9~,,(2) = 1 + 4 1+~' ~ ajFj(2). (25) 
j=l 
This formula is true when 91(7) < 0. Since our functions are analytic in 7, it is still valid 
for when 91(7) < 1. It remains to show that F~(2) = 0 forj > E. This is true because the 
function G=(x) vanishes when x < 1, thus G~i)(2) = 0 for j > (. [] 
Writing the convolutions appearing in the expression offi.~(2) as inverse Laplace 
transform of products of Laplace transform, it is possible to obtain the expression 
1 (,1 +ira [- 
L,~(2) = r ( -~7)21+'~-  / LP~ ~[G~](P)I~ ~p ' 
2irtJl_i~ ~ - j  e ap, (26) 
valid when 91(7) < 0. For 91(7) ~> 0, this equality holds if one defines the value of the 
integral by analytic ontinuation. 
Corollary 2 (Mean and variance in the critical case). Under the assumption of 
Theorem 3, the mean and variance of the random variable L, satisfy asymptotically, 
as  n ~ oo, 
E(L,) ~ cln, Var(L.) ~ c2n 2, 
where the constants cl and c2 are defined by 
and 
cl 1 °° e-t d t ) ' - l Jdx  
2 e -t \~ _ 11 x c2" 
c2 eT(1 7_ eT) fo  I (1 1 F(-- ~) f ;  dx - - t - ;~dt )  
Proof. Thanks to the Theorem 3, we have 
E(L,) = [1 -- Pr(L, ~< m)] ~ 1 --f~,~ m ~ cln, 
m <~n 
(27) 
(28) 
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where  c 1 = ~10 [1 - f , .~(1/ t ) ]  dr. This integral expression for the constant c I is not 
satisfying; we give another way of expressing Cl. Let 
H(z) = ~ [F(P(z))- F(sm(Z))], (29) 
m>~O 
so that [z" ]H(z)  = C,E(L , ) .  Formula (28) with the asymptotic value of C, give an 
asymptotic value of [ z ' ]H(z )  from which it is easy to deduce the behaviour (we can 
restrict o p = 1) 
1 // 1 "N ~v+a 
H(Z)  ~ K(~)c i ) (1  - -  z) a7- k / [ log]~_  z]  , (30) 
valid as z --* 1-, z being a real number. The behaviour of H(z)  near 1 - also be 
computed irectly from (29). Approaching sums by integrals (a technique used in 
[7, proof of Theorem 8] for example) gives for the behaviour of H(z)  near 1- a 
formula like (30), but with c~7c1 replaced by an integral. By identification, this gives 
the expression (27) for cl. 
Starting with the formula E(L  2) = Z,, ~, (2m + 1)Pr(L, > m), the same-technique 
gives the result for the variance. [] 
Example 3 (Largest tree in random mappings). A random mapping is a set of cycles of 
labelled rooted general trees Y, which can be also interpreted as a sequence of trees 
Y (Fig. 3). Thus, it corresponds to the case 
1 
F(w) - and P(z) = T(z), where T(z)  = ze  r(z), 
1-w 
where T(z) is the tree function already encountered in Example 2. The value of T(z)  at 
its singularity is 1, that the case is critical. Theorem 3 gives the limit distribution of the 
random variable L, representing the size of the largest ree in a random mapping of 
size n in the form 
n~oo 
with fl/2,-1(2) given in (21). For 1 ~< 2 < 2, only the first term a1Fl(2) of the sum 
definingfl/2-1(2) does not vanish, which gives 
f l /2 , -1(2)  = 1 + 2 '/2 _r(1/2) (~ , /2 .1 ) (2 )  
r (  - 1 /2) r (1)  
= 1 -- ~-  G1/2(u)du = 2 - 21/2 .
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Pr (  L,~ = ,an)  
j 
/ t  
o ' o !2  . . . . . .  o .4  o.e,' ' ' o l s  ' ' ' i 
Fig. 3. After normalisation on the vertical axis, family of curves p ~-, Pr(L. =/m) for n = 2,4 ..... 50, 
L. counting the size of the largest tree in a random mapping of size n. 
For 2 ~< 2 < 3, a closed form can also be obtained 
fl/2,-~(2) = 2-  x/2 + x /~- -  2 )+ x/2arctan ~- .~__~.2 
+ arc tan~) .  
For 2 ~> 3, the value off1/2,- 1(2) cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions, 
but each of the expression (21) and (26) can be used to compute numerical values. 
As for the mean and variance, Corollary 2 combined with numerical computations 
give E(L,) ,,~ cln and Var(L.) ~ c2n 2 where Cl = 0.4834983 ... and c2 = 0.0494698 ... 
(the mean value of the size of the largest tree in a random mapping of size n was 
determined by Flajolet and Odlyzko in [7, Theorem 8] who gave the same expression 
for c0. 
Example 4 (Laroest tree in random mappino patterns). Random mappings patterns 
are unlabelled random mappings. They have been introduced by Meir and Moon 
[-16-]. They can be obtained as multisets of cycles of unlabelled Cayley trees d .  The 
GF  of d satisfy the functional equation A (z) = z exp(Y~ kA (z k)/k). The function A (z) is 
AL near z = ~/with the expansion / 
Z 
A(z) = 1 - c I . [1 -- -(1 + o(1)), 
q 
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with 0 < r /< 1 and ca > 0 (see [,17]). The generating function of random mappings 
patterns cg is then obtained from the unlabelled multiset of cycles construction 
C(z) = 1 - A(z k) 
k~l  
(see [10]). This is not in a composite form F(A(z)), but the dominant singularity of C(z) 
is only dictated by its first term (1 - A(z))- 1. In this context, we naturally expect he 
limit distribution of the size L. of the largest ree in a random mapping pattern of size 
n to behave as if we had C(z) = (1 - A(z))- 1, yielding for L, the same results as in 
Example 3. Thus, considering that all patterns in random mappings are equally likely 
to appear does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the size of the largest ree. 
Example 5 (Longest lucky period in a coin-tossin 9 9ame). Two players A and B toss 
a coin. Depending on the side a or b of the coin, player A or B gets one point. After 2n 
tosses, the players have the same number of points. We want to study the longest 
lucky period L,, that is the highest number of consecutive tosses during which one 
player have strictly more points than the other. 
The sequences of sides of the coin can be written as (aLAb + bLBa)*, where Li 
denotes the set of lucky periods of players i. The set L~ is in bijection with Dick words. 
From this, the problem rapidly writes as 
[z"] F(s,. +1 (z)) 1 
Pr(L. ~< 2m) = [,z"]F(P(z)) ' F(w) = 1 - w P(z) = 1 - x/1 - 4z 
and s,,+ l(z) is the truncation of P(z) to order m + 1. We are in the critical case. With 
a different normalisation, we get the same law limit as in the Example 3. 
and 
limPr(L.<2~)=fl/2,_x(2), 2>1,  
n~c~ 
E(L.)  ,,~ 2cln, Var(L.) ,-~ 4c2n 2, 
with ca, c2 the same constants as in Example 3. Thus, the expected value of the longest 
lucky period is close to half of the number of tosses. 
5. Super-critical case 
In this last case, the singularity of F(P(z)) is dictated only by F(w). The super-critical 
case leads to a double exponential distribution with looarithmic mean and bounded 
variance. The results generalize that of Knuth in [14] while analysing the average time 
for carry propagation. The technique consists essentially in studying the way the 
dominant singularity of F(sm(z)) is modified as m increases. 
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Theorem 4 (Super-critical case). Assume 
(i) the series F(w) is AL  at w = R > 0; 
(ii) the function P(z) is AL  at z = p > 0 and P(p) > R. It satisfies, as z tends to p in its 
domain of analyticity 
( 1; 
P(z )=c+d 1-  lOg l_z /p  (1 +o(1)),  
with d, o~ and fl real numbers, ~ ¢ {0, 1, 2 . . . .  } and d ¢ O. 
Then the distribution of the random variable L,  satisfies 
Pr(Ln <~ m) = exp( -n Jm) (1  + O(e-m~)) 
d (log m) a (a~ m 
with Jm ~ F(--~)P'(a)(p -- a) -~U4Y \p j  
for  e > 0 sufficiently small, where a is the unique number in (0, p) such that P(a) = R. 
Proof .  We use formula (2). The function F(P(z)) has only one dominant  singularity at 
z = a; as for F(sm(Z)), it becomes singular at z = am where am is the unique positive 
number  such that Sin(am) = R. Since a < p and sin(a) --* P(a), we have am ~ a < p. This 
permits to derive an estimation of rm(am) 
z rm(am) = Pkak "~ F (_~ ) k~+X 
k>m 
(~) m+ 1 1 d (log m) Is 1- -a /p  F(--~) m ~+1 " (31) 
Then from rm(am) = P(am) -- P(a) ~ (am -- a)P'(a), our estimate of rm(am) leads to 
am (a'~ m d (log m) a 
- -  : eJm, Jm "~ 
a \pf l  F(--oOP'(a)(p -- a) m ~+1 
Now, it remains to perform singularity analysis on the two functions F(P(z)) and 
F(sm(Z)) near z = a and z = am. The direct use of transfer lemma (5) on each of these 
functions lead to poor  estimations, because it does not make the best possible use of 
the fact that the same function F(w) compose P(z) and Sm(z). We proceed as follows: 
Let 
1 
F(w)=C+D(1-  R) ' ( log  1 _w/R) (1  ÷ o(1)) 
be the expansion of F(w) near w = R. Let e > 0 be small. One can prove that there 
exists a disk strictly containing {z] [z] ~< a} in which 
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uniformly on m. This leads to the bound 
on which transfer lemma can be applied, yielding 
f _,~ log a m'~ 
[z"]F(P(z)) -  F(s,,(a,.z/a))= o~e m~.  ) 
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uniformly on m. Next, transfer lemma applied to evaluate [z"]F(P(z)) entails, after 
division 
[z"]F(s,,(amz/a)) 
1 - -  = O(e -m~) .  
[z"]V(P(z)) 
The result follows. [] 
Corollary 3 (Mean and variance in the super-critical case). Under the assumptions of 
Theorem 4, the mean and variance of the random variable L, satisfy asymptotically, as
n ---*GO, 
E(L,) = 1Ogrn -- (C~ + 1)logrlogn + f l logr loglogn + O(1), Var(L,) = O(1), 
where T = p/a. 
Proof. Since Jm decreases exponentially, we have 
E(L , )=Z[1-e - " J - ]+O(1)= ~' 1+O(1) ,  (32) 
m m:nJm <-% 1 
the result for the mean follows then from the inverse asymptotic 
nJm ~< 1 iffm ~< 1Ogrn-- (C~ + 1)lOgT1ogn + f l logr loglogn + O(1). 
The variance Var(L,) = •m Pr(Lm = m)[m - E(Ln)] 2 is O(1) as can be proved by 
cutting the sum at m = [E(L , ) J  and using easy inequalities on each term of the two 
parts. [] 
The estimate of harmonic sum in (32) is generally treated thanks to Mellin transform 
technique [6], as done also in [14] or in [12] in the case e = - 1 and fl = 0. 
Example 6 (Largest summands in compositions). A composition is a sequence of 
positive integers, called summands, the size of a composition being the sum of its 
summands. The distribution of the largest summand L, in a random composition of 
size n corresponds to the case, where 
1 z 
and P(z ) -  F(w) - 1 - w 1 - z 
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The function F(P(z)) becomes ingular at z = ½. At this point, P(z) is regular so that we 
are in the super-critical case. Theorem 4 gives 
11 
Pr(L. ~< m) = exp(--nJ,.)(1 + O(e-"~)) with J,..-- ~ 2-- ~, 
and from the Corollary 
E(L.) = log2 n + 0(1), Var(L.) = 0(1). 
Example 7 (Longest thread in unary-binary trees). We work with rooted plain trees. 
The family of unary-binary trees cg can be obtained from the family of binary trees 
by substituting each node with a non-empty sequence (a thread) of unary modes. In 
other terms, cg = ~( : - )  where 5" is the family of threads. We wish to study the 
random variable L. counting the size of the longest ~-- component in a random 
unary-binary tree of size n (Fig. 4). This corresponds to the case where 
P(z )=~ and F(w)=B(w), whereB(w)=l - -x /1 - -4w z 
1 - -  z 2w 
(binary trees generating function). The function F(P(z)) becomes ingular when z = ½, 
near which P(z) is regular. Though F(a~) is not AL (it has two dominant singularities) 
results of Theorem 4 are still valid because F(P(z)) is AL. We obtain 
31  
Pr(L, ~< m) = exp(-nJ , , ) (1 + O(e-"~)) with Jm ~-~ 
Pr(Ln - Iog~ n = k) 
0.5" 
0.4-  
0.3" 
(I.2' 
O. 1 
0 -10  -3 lb 
Fig. 4. Fami ly  of curves k ~ Pr(L .  - log2 n = k) for n = 5, 10 . . . . .  100, L .  count ing the size of the largest 
summand in a random composi t ion of size n. 
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and from the corollary 
E(L,)  = log3 n + O(1), Var(L.) = 0(1). 
Example 8 (Largest number ofpre-images in surjections). We consider andom surjec- 
tions s from the set {1 . . . . .  n} to {1 . . . . .  m}, with no constraint on the number of 
images m, and we are interested in the distribution of the largest size of s-  1({i}). These 
can be viewed as labelled sequences of subsets of {1, . . . ,  n}, thus 
1 
F(w) = 1 -- w'  P(z) = e z -  1. 
Theorem 4 does not apply directly because P(z) is not AL. We needed this assumption 
in equation (31) of the proof while evaluating rm(am) in order to estimate J,.. In our 
case, one can easily show 
(log2) r" 
2(m + 1)!" 
Then we have the formula 
and 
Pr(L. ~< m) = exp(-nJ~)(1 + O(e-"~)) 
log n 
E(L.)  l og logn '  Var(L.) = 0(1). 
Example 9 (Longest run in strings). We consider random strings of n letters in an 
alphabet of N/> 2 letters. We are interested in the size L, of the longest sequence of 
consecutive identical etters. Let 4~ be the set of strings such that two consecutive 
letters are distinct (Smirnov strings). There are N(N - 1) "-  1 such strings of size n, thus 
the generating function of • is 
l+w 
F(w)  = 
1 - -  (N  - -  1 )w"  
A word is obtained by substituting each letter of a Smirnov word by a sequence of the 
same letter. This corresponds to our combinatorial substitution scheme, with 
z 
P(z )  - 1 - z "  
The construction is super-critical because the function F(P(z)) become singular at 
z = I /N, near which P(z) is regular. We have 
Pr(L, <~ m) = e-"S'(1 + O(e-'~)), J,, ~ 1 - Nm 
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and 
E(L.)  = logN n + O(1), Var(L.) = O(1). 
A more specific study on longest runs in random strings can be found in [5, 14]. 
Example 10 (Longest run in necklaces). We consider necklaces ~ made with white or 
black pearls. In other words, we work with non-labelled cycles of two elements w and 
b. In this context, two necklaces are considered istinct if one cannot be obtained from 
the other by rotation. 
We are interested in the size L, of the longest sequence of consecutive black pearls 
in a random necklace of size n. From an asymptotic point of view, we can restrict on 
necklaces c~ containing at least one white pearl because the number of necklaces of 
size n tends to infinity and for each size, there is one necklace made only with black 
pearls. The class c~ can be obtained as cycles of words of the form wb*. The 
corresponding enerating function is then obtained from the unlabelled cycle con- 
struction (see [10]) 
¢(k), 1 
k>~ 1T Jog 1 -- P(zk) ' 
where P(z) = z/(1 -- z) is the generating function of the set of words wb*. Necklaces in 
c~ with the restriction L, ~< m are obtained as cycles of words in the set wb <-m. The 
corresponding generating function is 
¢(k) 
~,.(z) = 
1 
--k-- log 1 
k >>. 1 - -  Sm+ l ( zk )  ' 
where Sm+ 1 (Z) is the truncation of P(z) to order m + 1. This is not in a composite form 
F(sm+l(z)), but the dominant singularity of (~(z) is only dictated by its first term 
log(1 - P(z))- 1. Thus, it is natural to expect hat the limit distribution of L, behave as 
if we had C(z) = log(1 - P(z))- 1 with the usual composite form, yielding 
1 
Pr(L, ~< n) = exp(-nJm)(1 + O(e-m~)), Jm ~ 2m+2, 
and 
E(L,) = log2 n + O(1), Var(L,) = O(1). 
6. Conclusion 
Methods of this paper also permit us to determine more complete asymptotic 
expansions while giving access to local limit theorem. Possible extensions of this work 
are 
- -  largest components in product schemas of the form cg = d x ~(~); 
- -  distribution of the rth largest component; 
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- -  distribution of the smaller components; 
- -  problems like counting the largest cycle in a random mapping. 
As done in [21, 11], it would be also of interest to study systematically the framework 
where generating functions are of the exp-lo9 type. 
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